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CHAPTER 7

The Fragmented Commonplace:
Alternative Arts and

Cosmopolitanism in Hong Kong
Hector Rodnguez
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This essay proposes the category "culture of the fragmented commonplace" to describe
a cluster of recent works of Hong Kong theater, literature, film, and video. This culture
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is not so much an organized artistic movement as a loose tendency comprising a cluster

methods produce th'

of narrative subject matter, methods of formal construction, and thematic concerns. It
developed in a historically circumscribed period that began around 1975 but mainly
encompasses the 1980$ and 1990$. This culture does. not embrace the whole of Hong
Kong artistic production; its core examples were often produced in avant-garde cultural
contexts outside mainstream commercial institutions influenced by international mod-

materials. The everyi

ermsm.

The culture of the fragmented commonplace rests on two salient characteristics. First,
it contains specific references to well-known Hong Kong streets and landmarks, histor-

ical events and situations, vanished architecture, old popular songs, local slang or myths
or folktales, disposable everyday objects, and other concrete elements that produce a
strong sense of place. The works I have in mind invariably establish a link to the historical memory and everyday reality of Hong Kong by drawing on and reasserting a recognizably local culture.

Second, these various referential contents are depicted as an assemblage of fragments.
The artists in question produce a collage effect, an impression of intense heterogeneity,
by drawing on diverse or unrelated subject matter and employing abrupt shifts in mood,
location, and point of view. Video artworks like Image of a City (May Fung and Danny
Yung, 1990), She Said Why Me (May Fung, 1989), Project No. 9064 (Kwan Pun Leung,
1-99°), 9S/Z3 Ninety Five/Two or Three (Ernest Fung, 1995), Love (Hung Keung, 1997),

Happy Valley (Mark Chan, 1997), Diary from the Hard-Boiled Wonderland (Ip Yuk-
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yiu, 1998), Invisible City "Wall" (Rita Hui, 1998), and Song of the Earth: "The Farewell" (0 Sing Pui, 1998) generate an effect of fragmentation by juxtaposing archival
footage or black-and-white photographs with fictional or documentary images in the
present, and sometimes with written material superimposed on the screen. Novelists like
Leung Ping-Kwan (Cutting Paper, 1977) and Xi Xi (My City, 1976) employ a "multiperspectival" method: The authors shift between the standpoints of two or more characters, producing an inclusive and many-sided image of the city out of an accumulation

of multiple particular experiences.1 The idea of collage has also been explicitly theo-

nplace:

rized. Video and installation artist Jamsen Law, for instance, has described video mak-

ing as a collage activity that generates new meanings through the juxtaposition of diverse material.2
These artists seldom employ classical methods of narrative organization; they tend to
avoid goal-oriented protagonists who face obstacles or conflicts and achieve a clear-cut
resolution. The typical strategy is to abolish or attenuate causal chains and to rely on

Kong

ambiguous or "open" endings. The culture of the fragmented commonplace sometimes
shows an intense attachment to those "dead" or "trivial" instants normally excluded
from classical narrative as irrelevant to the main dramatic conflict. Instead of offering
the resolution of a "well-constructed" plot, such novels and films conclude by seeming
arbitrarily to cut off a potentially limitless accumulation of random everyday moments.
Novels and films with a stronger narrative framework, such as Evans Chan's To Liv(e),

place" to describe

construct several intersecting, crisscrossing stories that shift between documentary and
fiction in order to bring forth a strong effect of stylistic heterogeneity. These various
methods produce the impression of a random and open-ended collage of highly diverse

'ideo. This culture
mpnsing a cluster
matic concerns. It

materials. The everyday domain splinters into broken fragments of history and daily life,
or into multiple impressions or experiences. This collage effect allows artists to fulfill

1975 but mainly
ie whole of Hong

two basic aims: to retain some form of social reference and at the same time to adhere

mt-garde cultural

to the stylistic self-consciousness characteristic of international modernism.
Artists are sometimes drawn toward the compression or brevity of the poem or the
sensuous immediacy of the photograph, aiming for the maximum possible concentration of meaning or expression. The short story or video art piece are ideal forms to

iternarional mod-

ractenstics. First,
ndmarks, histor-

achieve this abbreviation and intensification, but longer novels, films, and stage performances often seem to be a loose assemblage of relatively brief passages that could to

al slang or myths
s that produce a

some degree stand on their own as short stories or vivid vignettes. The artwork becomes

a link to the his-

a scrapbook of small moments, memories, and gestures. These variegated elements retain their autonomy as fragments, refusing wholly to subsume their distinct particular-

reasserting a rec-

se heterogeneity,
t shifts in mood,

ity into any general artistic structure.
In a few cases, this assertively fragmentary quality is the consequence of a collaborative production process. The forty-three-minute avant-garde video The Song of the
Earth: "The Farewell" (1998), for instance, was created by six video makers (Rita Hui,

'ung and Danny
wan Pun Leung,

Jacky Siu, Veronica Law, Eugene Mak, and Jack Cheung, along with 0 Sing Pui, who
coordinated the project and retains final directorial credit), some of whom worked in-

gKeung,i^97),
erland (Ip Yuk-

dependently on different segments that can stand on their own as separate projects. The
video is clearly divided into discrete blocks or units with distinct formal characteristics

ige of fragments.

1
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nonetheless appears

that range from a montage style reminiscent of silent city symphonies to a long-take approach. Another example of a collaborative creative process that leads toward an im-

structures of meanir

pression of stylistic heterogeneity is the 1998 multimedia stage performance adapted

blood human experi

from Dung Kai-cheung's novel The Atlas. In addition to the music of Chan Ming-chi
composed for percussion and traditional Chinese instruments, the performance also featured dance and video art prepared by various artists associated with the local avantgarde groups Videotage and Flowery World.
Such a collaborative approach, however, remains relatively uncommon. In most cases,
the collage effect arises out of the personal aims and interests of an individual artist re-

sponsible for the whole work. This essay employs the term "background" in a technical sense to denote the frameworks of assumptions and concerns that supply a motiva-

tion for the choices that artists make. In my account, a background comprises the reason
or reasons why one or more artists at a given time act as they do in creating their works.

My discussion of the culture of the fragmented commonplace considers five backgrounds that contributed to the rise of this culture: (i) the influence of cultural studies,
especially the "post-structuralist" reworking of semiotic theory; (2) a "revisionist" understanding of history that privileges small-scale everyday objects, places, and activities
rather than "epic" or heroic events; (3) a modernist interest in intertextuality, defamiliarization, impermanence, and the nonrational; (4) an interest in the city as a distinct
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imagination; and (5) a renewed interest in the lyrical trends of classical Chinese art and
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This essay does not contend that every work of the culture of the fragmented com-

meaning and experi

monplace partakes of all five backgrounds. Some artists were influenced by only one or

works I am discussii

two of these factors, and few of the works discussed here are "pure" instances of the
culture of the fragmented commonplace. Sometimes only particular scenes or segments
of a work partake of the characteristics I am considering. The scope of my project is to
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identify broad areas of intersection between individual works or artists, not to provide
the final word on any of them. My examples remain very different from one another,
and it would be misleading to impose a unity that does not exist. The culture of the fragmerited commonplace forms nothing more than a node in a broader network of intersecting, overlapping, but also heterogeneous works and genres.
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The Semiotic Consciousness

The expression "semiotic consciousness" denotes the assumption that the social environment is mainly or completely comprised of "signs," broadly defined as artifacts that
express or embody meanings. Signs in this sense are not only words but also (and perhaps more importantly) such visual artifacts as billboards and photographs. The semiotic consciousness involves a tendency to treat the world as an encoded text. This text
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nonetheless appears strangely oppressive or at best ambivalent, because established
structures of meaning putatively conceal the concreteness and complexity of flesh-andblood human experience.
Italo Calvino remains an influential literary model for this semiotic consciousness.
Discussing the aims of his novel Invisible Cities, Calvino has remarked that he chose the

city as a symbol of "the tension between geometric rationality and the entanglements
of human lives." This mismatch between the systematic order ofsemiotic structures and

man. In most cases,
individual artist re-ound" in a techni-

the concrete "entanglements" of human experience remains a widespread concern of
many contemporary theorists in the so-called post-structuralist tradition. Teresa de Lauretis, for instance, has drawn our attention to the gap between mainstream representa-
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Although not always directly influenced by Calvino's work, many Hong Kong artists
regard their daily culture as a collage of prefabricated and stereotypical visual signs.
These cliches have cemented "a solid and compact" image of the city that (in their view)
should be highlighted and resisted. While Hong Kong filmmakers and writers often retain a strong attachment to everyday places, objects, and mass media images as a source

Eextuality, defamile city as a distinct

in objective datum
lemory, desire, and
:al Chinese art and

; fragmented com-

ced by only one or

has observed that the work of Roland Barthes brings out the tension between language
and experience: "All of [Barthes's] work . . . consists in forcing the impersonality of the

of identity and an alternative to official history, they also understand that prevalent
signs merely repeat hegemonic ways of seeing and speaking. These signs fail to do justice to the texture and depth of actual human life in Hong Kong. The mismatch between
meaning and experience defines one of the key thematic concerns that underpin the

scenes or segments

works I am discussing.
Some artists respond to their awareness of this gap by employing modernist techniques to defamiliarize commonplace objects and places, thus seeking out fresh devices

of my project is to
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to capture the texture of daily urban experience. The systematic defamiliarization of the
commonplace is meant to achieve freedom from established styles of seeing and de-

from one another,
:ulture of the frag-

scribing Hong Kong. Mark Chan's video Happy Valley assembles an assertively heterogeneous collection of visual materials pertaining to the district of Happy Valley: blackand-white photographs and archival footage of old Hong Kong, moving shots of
contemporary streets, government documentaries, city maps, street signs, billboards,
computer icons, and so on. Most of those images depict socially constructed represen-

;" instances of the

network of inter-

tations that embody meanings. This "semiotic" consciousness is intensified by the

.d as artifacts that

video's literary references, particularly the use of written quotations, which exemplify a
modernist taste for intertextuality. A superimposed text from Calvino's Invisible Cities
describes the imaginary city of Tamara as a place full of streets thick with signboards:
"The eye does not see things but images of things that mean other things. . . . However
the city may really be, beneath this thick coating of signs, whatever it may contain or

3ut also (and per-

conceal, you leave Tamara without having discovered it."4 This quotation cues the

graphs. The semi-

viewer to interpret the images as a commentary on the opaqueness of signs. Mainstream

led text. This text

representations cannot encompass everyday experience. By juxtaposing many different

at the social envi-
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kinds of images into a variegated collage, the visual design of Happy Valley not only
highlights the pervasiveness of images and their status as "constructed" signs, but also
defamiliarizes and fragments those visual materials in an effort, perhaps, to find a new

the recurrence of

point of view on urban life. Mark Chan sometimes "breaks" an otherwise fluid camera

city and its people

movement through the use of insert shots, particularly archival footage and old Hong
Kong photographs. Superimpositions, split-screens, color distortions, rhetorical intertitles, and words shown over the visual images help to intensify this collage effect and
to produce "busy" frames overloaded with information. Hong Kong appears to be a for-
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Noting that anybody who has lived in Hong Kong will readily recognize their city in
Calvino's novel, a character in Evans Chan's film To Liv(e) also reads a passage from
Invisible Cities, replacing the name of the imaginary city of Aglaura with that of Hong

place in their rela
protagonists that i

Kong: "So if I wished to describe Aglaura to you, sticking to what I personally saw and

a more intensely s<

experienced, I should have to tell you that it is a colorless city, without character, planted
there at random. But this would not be true either: at certain hours, in certain places
along the street, you see opening before you the hint of something unmistakable, rare,
perhaps magnificent; you would like to say what it is, but everything previously said of
Aglaura obliges you to repeat rather than say."5 A few endlessly repeated cliches have,
we are told, created "a solid and compact image" of the city. Although deeply implanted
in the conscious awareness of its inhabitants, this image differs sharply from their concrete experience. The desire to "say" something new about this experience rather than

while maintainin|

"repeat" prefabricated discourses provides an impetus behind To Liv(e). As the voice-

over recounts the story of Aglaura/Hong Kong, a tracking shot discloses a nocturnal
view of Hong Kong streets, capturing perhaps "the hint of something unmistakable,
rare, perhaps magnificent" of which Calvino's novel speaks. The movements of the camera give a visual experience of the city, not as it is customarily described or shown in
hegemonic signs but as it lives "on the ground," showing the cinema's power to document an urban experience that lies beyond the descriptive powers of language. The moving shot is ambiguous; while it is possibly readable as the point-of-view shot of a character who (we later find out) is riding the Hong Kong tram, the lack of reaction shots
throughout the sequence also suggests an "impersonal" perspective on the city. The
standpoint of the character merges with the rhetorical voice of the filmmaker, producing something like an objective experience not clearly attached to the consciousness of
any given character.

The film's basic story premise brings out the tension between the concrete experiences
of actual Hong Kong people and the widely disseminated mythologies that purport to
describe or judge them. The narrative takes off from a current event: European "art cinema" star Liv Ullman's highly publicized criticisms about Hong Kong's treatment of
Vietnamese boat people. Angered by those comments (and more generally, by the tendency of outsiders to speak of Hong Kong without acknowledging the city's multilayered historical predicament), Ruby, the film's outspoken protagonist, writes a series of
letters to Liv Ullman. To Liv(e), probably inspired by Letter to Jane, partakes of a familiar characteristic of Jean-Luc Godard's cinema aptly pointed out by David Bordwell:
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the recurrence of certain broad types of scenes that become "paradigmatic" blocks
throughout the film. The narrative alternates between Ruby reading her letters to Liv
Ullman, ordinary conversations between friends and lovers, documentary images of the

erwise fluid camera

city and its people, family visits, and artistic performances and other public events.6 The

itage and old Hong

accumulation of heterogeneous narrative materials helps to produce the kind of collage
effect that distinguishes the culture of the fragmented commonplace.
Different paradigmatic blocks are organized according to different rules. For instance,

ns, rhetorical inters collage effect and
appears to be a for-

sequences depicting everyday conversations or family visits stand out not only from the
rest of the film but also from other examples of the culture of the fragmented common-

:ognize their city in
ads a passage from

place in their relative kinship to classical narrative cinema. They contain goal-driven
protagonists that enter into dramatic conflicts and confront the need to make momen-

i with that of Hong

tous decisions. In contrast, when Ruby reads her letters to Liv Ullman, To Liv(e) adopts
a more intensely self-conscious style, inserting archival footage and newspaper clippings
while maintaining a stylized mise-en-scene: Ruby faces the camera directly, sitting

personally saw and
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against an austere, theatrical black background with symbolic props like an American
flag. These moments are by far the most insistently essayistic and self-consciously rhetorical of the entire film, and perhaps of the entire culture of the fragmented commonplace.

Almost completely lacking in playfulness, the letters contain strong conclusions and
somewhat loose but frequently convincing arguments about local and international politics. Nondiegetic insert shots are sometimes used in an argumentative manner; thus,
when Ruby quotes from the New York Times, the film proceeds to show us a clipping

of the paper, as if presenting evidence on behalf of a scholarly claim. There is no selfparody or ambiguity here: The filmmaker has put forth a thesis that viewers are expected
to take very seriously.

The film's tendency to use actual historical material (including not only newspaper re-

ports but also archival footage and documentary images of contemporary Hong Kong)
gives several sequences a strong nonfictional component that once again recalls Godardian filmmaking. The line between fact and fiction is also blurred when fictional characters converse with actual political figures like Elsie Tu about their real past experiences. In accordance with Evans Chan's "paradigmatic" approach, those moments are
differentiated from the rest of the film because they follow distinct narrative rules. Lack-

ing any overtly rhetorical nondiegetic insert shots and a stylized set design, they do not
partake of the extreme self-consciousness of the letter-writing sequences, but they are
also less conventionally classical than the family sequences because of their striking
combination of fiction and nonfiction. In other sequences, however, Chan draws on another strategy of European art cinema, which Bordwell terms "the realism of concrete
behavior and locales," showing fictional protagonists simply strolling in actual locations
like the Star Ferry.7 The narrative thus accumulates "dead" or "transitional" moments
that do not further any line of action but provide a documentary record of particular

times and places. Like the best examples of postwar European art cinema (including, for

t, writes a series of

instance, Antonioni and Rossellini), Evans Chan sometimes expresses a sense of isola-

e, partakes of a fa3y David Bordwell:

tion and crisis through the concrete presentation of nonpurposeful behavior in actual
everyday locations.
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Josephine Koo as Teresa in To Liv(e), 1992. (Courtesy of director Evans Chan.)
Despite its strong effect of fragmentation, the film is unified by an enveloping sense

of impending historical and existential crisis. This thematic aim is not simply a matter
of content; it also supplies the dominant principle of narrative form. The overall structure of To Liv(e) is designed to compare and contrast the diverse responses of various
characters to Hong Kong's (then) impending reunification with China. Thus Evans Chan
creates minor characters like Michelle who appear only briefly to express their views and
concerns about the political and social future of Hong Kong and then vanish from the
narrative. These characters largely function to demonstrate that the people of Hong
Kong do not respond to the end of colonialism in a homogeneous manner. Their presence is realistically motivated, insofar as they are friends or acquaintances of at least one
of the protagonists, whom they meet in a restaurant or at a party. Thus the sense of crisis is embodied in a realistic depiction of everyday life. Indeed, despite the strongly Go-
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of documentary and fiction, the bulk of To Liv(e) remains reasonably realistic.
Evans Chan is not interested in calling attention to artistic form as an end in itself so
much as in advancing thematic meanings about the human condition in relation to the
immediate historical predicament of Hong Kong. Like Bergman (whose work is referenced in one of Ruby's letters to Liv Ullman) and other international art-cinema auteurs,
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Chan writes dialogue that frequently mentions grand existential questions, in particular the search for a home and the fundamental unreliability of the world. One of Ruby's

films, television show

letters describes the predicament of Hong Kong people as an "anonymously threatened
existence," highlighting the sense of existential insecurity that pervades the film. Thus
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the English ntle To Liv(e)^ is meant to evoke not only Ruby's response to Liv Ullman but
> the difficulty of survival. The story is organized, first, to facilitate theexpr^com^unicatlon of thi^themeto the viewer and, second, to show how uncertainty pervade
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security experienced by individual characters as they struggle to keep their emotional

and,ethical commltmentsalive'but also the uncertain future of artistT working pr7cai"
lous!Y inHong Kong? independent publlc spheres. The presence ofHongK'onTavantgarde culture highlights the fragile consolidation of a cultural space de^oteFtomdi
pendent artistic production in the midst of a shifting and uncertain reality

. s_ ^to sltuate the film within an ongoing genealogy of radical artistic activities,
Chan calls attention to recent avant-garde productions in HongYong^The

^Tmonplace"refercnces of the film largely belon§ to the local arristicocommumty
. and situations make reference to the theater of Zuni, the video art of Ellen

Pau, the dance of Karen Suen and South ASLI, and of course the City''
Dance Company, whose founder, Willy Tsao, produced the film. These referenTesaTe.

on the whole, diegetically motivated. For instance, Evans Chan does not'simplymter-'
rupt the narrative by inserting an unmotivated avant-garde dance performanceTut
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, its presence by following Ruby as she enters the theater and finds her seat.
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History as a Montage of Vernacular Materials
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experience, and sometimes also to express a vision of what history is^This interest is ~un-

derlain by a modernist understanding of history as a montage of commonplace materials. It erects an archive of the local past not on the basis oHarge-scalepohTical'CTents
but out of the perishable products of everyday life. Thus old television programs JaZ
ion!'and-songs arc treated as receptacles of historical memory about everyday popular

^renThisatT.il,mtmt tothe ever.yday vernacular pervades works of theater in"Hon"g
7.0^TROZ,anl,la Lilley,has described the performances of the avant-garde theater group
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In a similar vein, theCity Contemporary Dance Company's 199? dance prodwnTost

^aMehdrama^ clty was constructed out of heterogeneous referencesto'the popular

s, television shows, music and political events of Hong Kong's recent past/
We might trace this idea^of history back to the work of one of China's greatest con-

temporary writers, Eileen Chang (Zhang Ailing), whose essay "From the Ashes" had alexpressed the hope that historians "might concern themselves a little mor7with
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irrelevant matters" rather than impose an overarching interpretation on the essentially
formless flux of historical materials: "That thing we call reality is without structure, a
confusion of gramophones playing in chaotic cacophony, each singing its own song. . . .

[I]f history insisted on her own artistic wholeness, she would become fiction."9 Chang
suggests that history lacks the aesthetic unity and order that properly belong to the
sphere of fiction; but many writers and artists in Hong Kong believe that fiction should
also reflect the "cacophony" of society and history by accumulating detailed references
to commonplace things, places, and events that project a strongly local flavor and an
impression of looseness or randomness. In his epochal poem "Images of Hong Kong,"
local poet and cultural critic Leung Ping-Kwan has expressed an understanding of history as an assemblage of everyday fragments:
history . . . isa montage of images
of paper, collectibles, plastic, fibres,
laser discs, buttons.10

This understanding of Hong Kong reality and historical memory as a montage of images and ordinary popular culture objects has inspired artists like Leung to produce literary works with a strong attachment to the concrete vernacular, and especially to the
presence of mass-produced images.
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International Modernism

The influence of Godard on Evans Chan's To Liv(e) exemplifies a third background that
shaped the culture of the fragmented commonplace: the influence of international modernism. Hong Kong artists sometimes indulge in rather heavy-handed intertextuality, insorting explicit or implicit references to fashionable novelists and cultural theorists, as
well as more venerable literary and philosophical sources. Calvino seems to be the most
popular author. In addition to Happy Valley and To Liv(e), he is quoted in Dung Kaicheung's 1997 novel The Atlas. Xi Xi's short story "Marvels of a Floating City" also
contains references to Magritte, Plato, and Hegel, while My City self-consciously alludes
to the influence of Garcia Marquez and Godard on the composition of the novel itself.
Xi Xi was a key member of a new generation of young film critics like Law Kar and Sek
Kei who started writing influential reviews in magazines like Chinese Student Weekly

throughout the 19605. Their shared sense of mission combined a preference for international art cinema with the conviction that Hong Kong cinema should reflect local
reality.

The impact of international modernism can be illuminated by comparing the culture
of the fragmented commonplace with the practice of avant-garde photomontage. Artists
working within such modernist movements as Dada, surrealism, and constructivism often advocated photomontage as a method that can readily reconcile the tension between
artistic autonomy and social reference. As it has often been used, avant-garde photomontage is meant to avoid the two horns of a crucial modernist dilemma: either to
embrace the ivory-tower detachment from concrete life that distinguishes purely ab-
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stract or "nonobjective" art, or to fall back into outmoded norms of nineteenth-century

European realism. Photographs, the raw materials of photomontage, obviously have a
particularly close and obvious connection to reality, although exactly what this connecdon might consist in is not always easy to put into precise words. By relying on photographs as basic raw materials, the artist retains a concrete connection to the actual
world, instead of producing purely autonomous or self-referring works. (These comments describe only some salient uses of photomontage; they are not meant as generalizations.) Rather than presenting a consistently lifelike story world, however, montage
often manipulates these fragments of reality to generate fantastic or dreamlike or intel-

lectual images that reassert a high degree of artistic autonomy.11 This practice manifests
a compelling impulse toward social reference and an equally strong aversion to the traditions of realist painting and drama. Modernist photomontage refers to ordinary reality but at the same time highlights the power of art to transfigure that reality.
Although the culture of the fragmented commonplace seldom relies on actual pho-

tomontage or collage techniques, a comparable artistic aim sometimes underlies its ba-

d background that

sic formal strategies. On the one hand, the references to Hong Kong popular culture and
everyday life (what I have termed "the commonplace") reassert the connection between
art and life. On the other hand, artists produce an impression of fragmentation in brder to render the commonplace unfamiliar. Like photomontage, the culture of the fragmented commonplace aims to transfigure concrete subject matter, preserving the tension
between social reference and self-conscious stylization that distinguishes many instances
of modernist photomontage. Everyday materials are made strange through their presentation in a fragmentary and sometimes disorienting or perplexing manner. Collage

nternational mod-

often calls attention to the formal structure and the autonomy of the artwork qua art-

intertextuality, inItural theorists, as
3ted in Dung Kai-

work, without wholly sacrificing referential meaning. This modernist ambivalence toward the commonplace is readily compatible with the "semiotic" awareness of the
conflict between signs and experience. By defamiliarizing ordinary objects, places, and
activities, the modernist hopes to express a fresh and novel way of seeing or describing

loafing City" also

everyday life different from mainstream words and images. Defamiliarization is thus
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connected with the semiotic consciousness that has shaped the culture of the fragmented
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commonplace. Perhaps one of the earliest and most impressive literary examples of the
culture of the fragmented commonplace, Xi Xi's My City, adopts modernist techniques
to render ordinary objects, places, and situations strange. The most obvious method is
the manipulation of point of view. The novel alternates between the first-person narration of the young protagonist, Ah Guo (Fruits), third-person descriptions of the thoughts
and impressions of his aunt Liberty, and other chapters with a more ambiguous point

paring the culture

of view. Although both Fruits and Liberty face everyday tasks and live in a recognizably

omontage. Artists
:onstructivism ofe tension between

lifelike world, these two characters are also designed to fulfill the purely artistic aim of

avant-garde phoilemma: either to
uishes purely ab-

providing a fresh and unusual narrative perspective that projects a disorientating and
detached view of ordinary life. The world depicted is at once recognizably quotidian yet
self-consciously literary. The characters' language is often playful and illogical. Fruits
freely inserts short sentences from government commercials and popular songs into de-

scriptions of places and events. He also substitutes the proper names of well-known

r
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whole city perme

Hong Kong landmarks with simpler descriptive labels: thus the Botanical Gardens become the Big Tree Garden, while the Peak Tram becomes the Hill-climbing-car. Liberty
sometimes modifies the names of places to acknowledge Hong Kong's historical experience, referring for instance to Tsim Sha Tsui as Fat Sha Tsui, because the original Tsim
(sharp or pointed) no longer reflects the reality of that district after the government's ex-

details enhance th

someone imagini;

where imaginary i
day culture, its na

tensive land-reclamation project. Names are thus transformed to reflect the fleeting na-

a large library me

ture of everyday reality. Reference becomes a problem: Readers must actively discover
just what actual places are being described by the characters' unusual and roundabout
expressions. The novel's "semiotic" awareness of the gap between signs and experience
is enhanced by the author's refusal to name the city in the novel as Hong Kong, although
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the locations described leave no doubt as to the intended reference.

vades the literary

Other defamiliarization strategies involve the ludic repetition of words and phrases,

of history and lege
American context
cott, and Tahar b

and the construction of ungrammatical sentences. A similarly ludic approach underpins
Fruits's anthropomorphic impulse to describe houses using human adjectives like
"plump," "lively," "happy," "dull" or "stupid." Descriptions are often elliptical or obscare even when that information is obviously clear to the novel's protagonists. The narration may, for instance, introduce a character like Merry Mak (chapter 6) without
identifying the nature of his relationship to Fruits until his reappearance in the story at
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a later point (chapter 8). The use of Fruit's first-person perspective does not produce a
consistent impression of cognitive intimacy with the protagonist, but rather the reverse,
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In addition to the choice of point of view, My City fulfills the modernist aim of ren-

dering the everyday unfamiliar through two additional and interconnected methods,
ambiguity and stylistic heterogeneity. In this respect, the novel partakes of a well-known
modernist tendency to challenge epistemic objectivity. Modernist movements like surrealism challenged the idea of scientific knowledge and redeemed the value of mysticism,
"primitivism," and the irrational. Modernists often strove to depict (what are assumed
to-be) the simplest, most direct, childlike, or instinctive areas of human experience,
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those presumably least bound by stultifying artistic or cultural conventions.12 In a re-

ect a shifting collag

lated vein, Latin American magical realism celebrated folk myths, outrageous historical
events, and other manifestations of the marvelous in everyday life. While surrealism
strove to create imaginary objects through bizarre and fantastic combinations of ordi-

enhances the effect

nary objects, magical realism sought out the marvelous elements that were already embedded in the quotidian fabric of popular life, without relying on strange juxtapositions.
An example of the influence of magical realism in M.y City is the account of torrential rains falling over the city. Although not clearly labeled a character's dream or fan-

like details that ref
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tasy, this chapter contains strongly fantastic or marvelous elements. The visual motifs
of this portion loosely recall the dream recounted in the previous chapter, but there are
important discontinuities between the two segments. In the latter chapter, the city is no
longer empty, and the narrator employs the third rather than the second person; the
events now appear equally strange and fantastic, equally marvelous, but not attached
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compassing urban i
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to the consciousness of any single character, providing instead a general picture of a
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whole city permeated by the marvelous. We are no longer simply in the presence of
someone imagining or dreaming something unusual; we are confronted with a city

luse the original Tsim

where imaginary elements organically grow out of the objective setting itself, its everyday culture, its natural environment, its buildings, and its people. Strikingly "magical'

the government's ex-

details enhance this effect. Xi Xi recounts how, faced with torrential rains, the staff of

eflect the fleeting na-

a large library makes a reservoir by piling old volumes of Chinese classics onto four

lust actively discover

walls. Additional references to a city historian and to journalists recording the events

iual and roundabout
signs and experience

suggest documentary objectivity in the midst of otherwise marvelous events, a mixture
of history and legend typical of magical realism. (Despite its origin in a specifically Latin

long Kong, although

American context, magical realism has become an international style. Its influence per-

approach underpins

vades the literary work of, for instance, Salman Rushdie, Toni Momson, Derek Walcott, and Tahar ben Jelloun.) The novel is not, however, consistently magical realist.
Other chapters present the playful activities and imaginative projects of different char-

man adjectives like

acters without suggesting that their objective environment is itself pervaded by the mar-
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velous. My City briefly adopts the conventions of magical realism while confining them
largely to this one chapter, "quoting" these literary norms "out of context." This sty-
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has noted how, for instance, "photographers imbued with the Modernist spirit saw in
a sudden and intense way . . . that in photographic imagery the world seemed at once

My City captures the ephemeral or fleeting quality of ordinary materials. This aim is
widespread among Hong Kong and international modernist artists. Robert Shapazian

s communicated to

solid and intangible, present yet ephemeral."13 Modernist photographers manifest both
idernist aim of ren-

a close affinity for concrete sensuous reality and an interest in expressing an experience

onnected methods,

of ghostly impermanence. This attempt to render the fleeting quality of ordinary subject matter also pervades many instances of Hong Kong's culture of the fragmented
commonplace. Underpinned by the awareness that Hong Kong reality is in danger of
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lovements like sur-

being irretrievably lost, they unfold an archive of fleeting, momentary, and vivid images.
In this vein. My City contains long descriptive passages of commonplace objects and locations that bring out the colors, shapes, and odors of the urban environment and proj-
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enhances the effect of ordinary reality by producing a dense and vivid world full of life-
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its, moves on to discuss an antique car in a car showroom across the road and the every-

Xi Xi begins chapter 9, for instance, by describing a man calculating property profday routine of the street market, then seamlessly picks up one of the novel's major

ige juxtapositions.
account of torren-

characters in order to follow her actions and thoughts. A striking example of Xi Xl's

immaculate literary technique, this free-floating passage projects a feeling of spatiotemporal freedom, a flowing combination of heterogeneous impressions, and an encompassing urban experience that is not confined to the experience of any single character. My City highlights the evanescent quality of this ordinary world by referring to

er's dream or fan-
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sual details of the everyday urban setting. Xi Xi brings out the presence of the city as an
ephemeral, dreamlike, and almost illusory world.
The extraordinary artistic merit of the novel lies in its magisterial interweaving of "realist" references to concrete everyday places and activities in Hong Kong within an otherwise assertively fictional, imaginary world, producing a striking combination of artistie autonomy and social relevance that recalls many works of modernist photomontage.
A similar tendency to flaunt ambiguity and self-consciousness for the purpose of rendering everyday life strange pervades works like Xi Xi's "Marvels of a Floating City'
or Dung Kai-cheung's The Atlas, both of which bring together imaginary events, historical descriptions, and essayist interpretations in order to challenge established genre
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distinctions between fiction and nonfiction. Organized as a series of extremely concise
discussions around circumscribed clusters of thematic labels, The Atlas combines con-

weightlessly risi
specially design

crete descriptions of places and maps with abstract reflections about some of the salient

topics of post-structuralist theory and cultural studies. In this context, it would be in-

torium) are inte
dio theater or (

accurate to deny that the novel makes knowledge claims. References to well-known
landmarks, districts, historical events, and popular legends about the city produce a
strong sense of urban culture, while many of the author's discussions about the politics

formance. The <
had become an
sounds, actual 1

of representation and the philosophy of meaning are meant at the very least as half-

once ethereal an

serious claims. The Atlas accumulates intertextual references to familiar themes of struc-

from recognizat

tural linguisrics (the arbitrariness of the sign, the difference between syntax and semantics) and continental critical theory (copies and simulacra, power and desire),
explicitly alluding to Latin American and European authors (Calvino, Barges, Eco).
The novel also embodies a strong "semiotic" consciousness. Through careful analyses
of Hong Kong maps, the author treats the textual representation of urban space as a
network of signs that embody desires, hopes, and anxieties. Maps are treated not as objective or transparent representations of reality but.as "constructed" meaningful texts

trict) or commu

that call for analysis and interpretation.

By juxtaposing commentary, history, and imagination, the author nonetheless produces an assertively unreliable narration that systematically undercuts the boundary between reality and imagination. It becomes difficult to evaluate the seriousness or sincerity with which knowledge claims are put forth. Thus, the detached third-person
narrator at times informs readers that an event may not have happened in the manner

recounted, or descriptions make constant references to gossip and legend. The Atlas reconfigures actual materials into an imaginary "photomontage" of ghostly places and
events, the fantastic landscape of a city of mind, an urban topography halfway between
history and myth. Theories and places sometimes appear to be mere raw materials assembled into a marvelous, surreal world. In a manner that recalls "magical-realist clas-
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sics like One Hundred Years of Solitude, Dung Kai-cheung's novel carries out a historical inversion that redeems genres of popular culture excluded from colonial history and
grand epic literature, and often makes explicit comments about the relationship between colonialism and urban space. The result is a consistent defamiliarizadon of ordi-
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hedron. The use of titles written over images or banners hanging from the stage derives

from the more analytic tendencies of Brechtian epic theater, as well as from the combination of calligraphy and painting in traditional Chinese art and the stylized conventions
of Chinese opera (which of course influenced Bertolt Brecht in the first place). The use
of minimalist theatrical devices to create a "poetic" atmosphere may also find justification in the "imagistic" preference of some Chinese poets to embody expressive content
through the visual description of landscapes.
While some instances of the culture of the fragmented commonplace-particularly
Evans Chan's To Liv(e)- follow a resolutely modernist paradigm, the search for cultural

of a fluid imaginary w
the Earth, and My Cii

ing his own link to Ct
letters for writing "oci
environment, and to ti
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modernist and traditk

identity, as well as some of the similarities between Chinese art and Western modernism,
have encouraged other Hong Kong artists to take an interest in Asian cultural traditions.
The culture of the fragmented commonplace sometimes demonstrates the creative fruitfulness of local culture, particularly when traditional aesthetic concerns are treated as
flexible sources of inspiration rather than rigid rules. Afa Chiang and Chan Ming-chi

fragmented commonp

have noted the influence of the Confucian Book of Changes on the music for their the-

like, lyrical impressior
the urban space of Ho:

ater production of The Atlas, which reframed the stage as a small-scale paradigm of cosmic space: "The movement of sound in space will be distributed as with Yin and Yang
and the Five Elements. There will be positive and negative, first and last, top and bot-

torn, front and back, southeast and northwest." Combining Western percussion with
classical Chinese instruments, Chan's music acquires an obscure symbolic content clar-

ified only by the undeniably pretentious program notes: "The extraordinarily drawn-out
sound of the sheng pipes represents the Cosmos resting in frozen womb-time."16
The culture of the fragmented commonplace sometimes employs a lyrical approach
to evoke classical Chinese culture. At stake is the question of asserting a Chinese iden-

tity built not only by drawing on the urban space of Hong Kong, but also by dialoguing with the traditions of national poetry and painting. Sinologist Jaroslav Prusek has
identified a subjective, expressive, or broadly "lyrical" tendency in classical Chinese poetry; this tendency has been extended and modified by such modern writers as Yu Dafu,
who treat fiction as confessional expression.17 According to Prusek, the influence of socialism on Chinese literature undermined the development of this lyrical mode. Ex-
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panding on this argument, literary theorist David Der-wei Wang has noted that, while

tinct nonobjective mor

literature in the People's Republic of China after 1949 was characterized by an "epic
sensibility, i.e., a sense of shared communal fate at a changing historical moment," many

stand out from the er

mainland (and Taiwan) writers of the eighties have brought about "a resurgence of the
lyrical in Chinese narrative discourse," even in stories and novels that deal with traditionally "epic" political events or social phenomena.18 This resurgence of the lyrical often manifests an ambivalent or hostile attitude toward the politics of nationalism and
the culture of propaganda. The rise of the culture of the fragmented commonplace can
be understood, at least in some instances, as an effort to renew the lyrical tradition of
Chinese literature.

Although lyricism is a loose category rather than a uniform artistic method, its practitioners often assemble a collection of perceptions, memories, and mental associations

in order to depict a flow of ephemeral and contingent impressions. Thus the production
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of a fluid imaginary world in the stage production of The Atlas, the videotape Song of
the Earth, and My City may be described as examples of this lyrical mode. Emphasize

ing his ownlink to Chinese lyncism, Leung Ping-Kwan has praised traditional men of

letters for writing "occasional poems . ..that show how one relates to people, to their

environment7and to the outside world in general" in a concrete place and time.19 This
assertively impressionistic outlook can be interpreted as a reaction against the view held
by many modern Chinese writers that literature should serve a pedagogic function by
promoting patriotism, self-sacrifice, and large-scale social change. The line between
modernist and traditional practices thus becomes blurred throughout the culture of the
fragmented commonplace. A modernist emphasis on ambiguity may encourage artists
to'Tecover traditional Chinese poetry and painting, but awareness of local traditions

may also shape the reception of modernism, particularly the tendency toward producing a poetic and impressionistic chain of ambiguous images.

"Such recent works of video art as Happy Valley and Song of the Earth convey a dream-

like, lyrical impression of evanescence, unreality and isolation that seems tojnhere jn
the urban space of Hong Kong as a whole. Consider the latter example. The "Farewell'
section of Mahler's Song of the Earth, which supplies the title of the videotape, mter-

bolic content clar-

mittently insinuates itself into the soundtrack, only to be occasionally replaced by
diegetic sound or voice-over commentary. Taken from classical Chinese poetry, the lyrics
of this composition make implicit reference to an established interpretative schema of

linarily drawn-out

Chinese lyricism, that poetry or painting should be seen as a direct representation or em-

last,-top and botn percussion with

mb-time."16
i lyrical approach
ig a Chinese ident also by dialogu-

bodiment of mind. The rigorous avoidance of daytime locations produces a consistent

ton7of unreality and solitude that facilitates this interpretation of the video as a jour-

ney'into'an inner world. One of the first images, an excruciatmgly long take of the sun
setting over the harbor, marks a threshold into a steadfastly nocturnal universe, an imag-

roslav Prusek has

mary city.

ssical Chinese po'riters as Yu Dafu,

camera generates blurred images that, while depicting recognizable Hong Kongland-
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Throughout the exterior street sequences that follow, the use of a

marks and districts, also resemble fantastic painterly visions. Crowds and buildings
sometimes come clearly into view only to disappear out of focus, generating an mdistinct nonobjective montage of shifting lights, lines, colors, and shapes 1
stancTout from the enveloping nocturnal darkness. Other sections employ

longer"takes~to capture anonymous people riding the tram in the night or an elderly

wom'an collecting garbage on'an isolated bridge. Given that most of the figures shown
are'either alone or" lost m thought, the images project an experience of isolation

withdrawaTinto the self. The nocturnal setting contributes to this overall tone of unre-

f nationalism and

ality, suggesting a ghostly city lived in an imaginary mode by isolated people retreating

:ommonplace can
yricsi\ tradition of

urba'nspaces shown in Song of the Earth are sepulchral, alienating, and fantastic

method, its pracental associations

us the production

into'their inner shells. Whether half-deserted or crowded with anonymous strangers, the

"What the video emphasizes is the diversity of temporal experiences that intersect in

Hong Kong, all of "the inner cities that exist in people's minds" increasingly detached
from objective reality.20 This videotape depicts Hong Kong as an urban space lived as
it were,'in a multiplicity of heterogeneous, individual time zones. One segment com-
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prises a single, static, long take in the main office of the Zeman Media Center in the

Hong Kong Arts Center building. The stationary camera, the presence of a large mirror
in the background, and the movement of characters in and out of the frame-all fore-

to label this task "the pi

often supply this princi]
The use of philosoph

ground the off-screen space and also the audience's confinement to a static viewing po-

international modernist

sition. The aimless movement of anonymous young people captures an experience of
isolation and empty time, foregrounding pure duration in a single location. (The choice

Jean-Luc Godard weave
concrete plots. This mei

of location in one of the key production and exhibition centers for independent video
also self-consciously marks the video as a product of a particular milieu.) A rather different temporal consciousness pervades other segments constructed out of a series of

black-and-white photographs that display old districts and buildings in old Hong Kong
now lost or vastly modified, highlighting the melancholy evanescence and forgetfulness
that seem to envelop the entire city.

The occasional onscreen presence of an anonymous female photographer and the occasional off-screen clicking sound of a photo camera to some extent organize the images as a photographic portfolio of urban sights. Her function within Song of the Earth
is that of a protagonist of sorts, a "minimal" character lacking specific personal traits
who nonetheless provides the impression of a tenuous narrative thread. But it is worth

recalling just how tenuous this point of view remains. She does not appear throughout
the tape. We are sometimes attached to the consciousness of additional characters. One

particularly revealing segment includes both exterior facades and interior scenes in large
apartment buildings, accompanied by the alternating and overlapping dialogue of an
anonymous male character speaking to a wall about questions of self-identity and memory (the ideas of time and selfhood provide broad thematic concerns that unify the various sections of this extremely disparate video). The terse and solemn dialogue departs

from the poetic tone of the rest of the film, thus strongly differentiating this segment.
While Song of the Earth does manage to express a generalized urban experience of iso-

lation, loss of history, uncertain identity, and withdrawal into the self, its component
segments project an impression of autonomy from the whole tape. This tension between

the parts and the whole pervades the culture of the fragmented commonplace.
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The Problem of Order

The tendency to produce an impression of fragmentation heightens the tension between
individual elements and a whole artwork. The main challenge for artists involves find-

ing ways to produce this effect of "brokenness" or dispersal without the result degencrating into a chaotic collection of random everyday materials. How can a sense of

artistic order arise out of a wide variety of assertively heterogeneous elements? T. W.
Adorno's discussion of modernist montage calls attention to this interplay between or-

der and dispersal: "Montage disavows unity by stressing the disparity of its parts while
at the same time affirming unity as a principle of form."21 The problem involves finding artistic techniques that unify the various materials into an ordered whole without

surrendering the heterogeneity and independence of its various raw materials. I propose
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Journey to Beijing, 1998. (Courtesy of director Evans Chan.)

makerMay FunghlghllShtsdle §aze of the character and the role of images within Hong

.^ng.c^lture andhistory:The actions of this anonymous protagonist are consistently
mtercm wnh black-and-white archival footage of old Hong Kong and childhood photographs. The presence of this minimal character, as well as'the title of the tape', fosters
the impression that we are witnessing the painful inner quest of a single'pers^n. An7n^

^ensely objective structure is of course characteristic of many mternationaravan^garde

sjromjean Cocteau's Blood of a Poet and Maya Deren's Meshes of'the A f-

ternoon to Stan Brakhage's early shorts. But She Said Why Me also adds archival his-

torical footage to assert the role of visual images in shaping the sense of history'an'didentity, building bridges between the videomaker's personal past and Hong Kone's
collective past.

Other works of video art employ a fragmentary collage of both fictional and archival

^!sesto brmgabout an intensified expressive quality. The videotape Love (Hung Keung, 1997), for instance, combines historical photographs with intensely sexual and ob-

seTveanimated scenesAat dePict sketchily drawn bodies falling apart to the physical

Ipulsating beat of African drums. The intensity and physicality of this video^as weU
as me intimate connotations of its title, help to connect the general history of Hong
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Kong with the more particular aspects of a nonrational experience, exemplifying in the
heterogeneity of its raw materials the strong collage effect that distinguishes the culture
of the fragmented commonplace.

Conclusion

The culture of the fragmented commonplace generates an impression of dispersal and
diversity by assembling heterogeneous raw materials drawn from the everyday culture,
history, and politics of Hong Kong. This artistic practice manifests a twofold impulse:
a reaction against the abstract tendencies of nonobjective art, and an equally intense
urge to avoid "classical" norms of objective realism. Fragmentation thus becomes a
method of referring to the commonplace in a manner that renders it unfamiliar. In thus
describing the culture of the fragmented commonplace, however, I am not promoting

this tendency as the only proper path for Hong Kong artists to follow. My aim is descriptive rather than normative. I am highlighting a particularly widespread tendency,
outlining its principal characteristics and artistic problems, scrutinizing a range of textual examples, and providing some of the backgrounds behind its rise and development.

J-l
Notes

i. Poet, novelist, and cultural critic Leung Ping-Kwan has discussed multiperspectival literature in "Urban Culture," in The Metropolis, 41.
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3. Italo Calvino, The Uses of Literature, trans. Patrick Creagh (San Diego: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1982), 71, 30I-30Z.

4. Italo Calvino, Invisible Cities, trans. William Weaver (San Diego: Harcourt Brace, 1974),
i3-i4.

5. Ibid., 66-67 (emphasis added).
6. David Bordwell, Narration in the Fiction Film (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press,
1985), 3i7-

7. Ibid., 314.
8. Rozanna Lilley, "Treading the Margins: Performing Hong Kong," in Evans and Siu-mi,
Hong Kong, 143.
9. Eileen Chang, "From the Ashes," Renditions 45 (spring 1996): 47.
io. Leung, City at the End of Time, 33.
ii. Dawn Ades, Photomontage (London: Thames and Hudson, 1976), 66.

12. For a discussion of primitivism in international modernism, see Robert Goldwater, Primitivism in Modern Art (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1938), and Colin Rhodes, Primitivism and Modern Art (London: Thames and Hudson, 1994).

i3. Robert Shapazian, "The Modem Movement," in The Art of Photography, 18^9-1^89, ed.
Mike Weaver (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1989), 2.2.8.

i4. Program notes, The Atlas, Hong Kong Arts Festival Society, February 1998,9.
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15. Eugene Victor Walter, Placeways: A Theory of the Human Environment (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1988), 2,04.
16. Program notes, The Atlas, 10, 13.
iy. Prusek, The Lyrical and the Epic, 14.

18. David Der-wei Wang, "Afterward: Chinese Fiction for the Nineties," in Running Wild:
New Chinese Writers, ed. Wang and Jeanne Tai (New York: Columbia University Press, 1994),
2.49.

i9. Leung, City at the End of Time, 168.
10. Program notes, Invisible Cities, Hong Kong Arts Center Festival NOW, 1998, 8.
AI. T. W. Adorno, Aesthetic Theory, trans. Robert Hullot-Kentor (London: Athlone Press,
1997), 2.2-2-

2.2.. Italo Calvino, Six Memos for the Next M.illenium (Cambridge: Harvard University Press,
1988), 51,49.
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